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Amrod is situated in Atterbur y's
Waterfall Commercial District, LP22.
Running along the M1& N3highways,
at the Beccleuch Interchange, the
building is ideally positioned with a
priceless dramatic street frontage.
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PROJECTFEATURE

AMROD
HEAD OFFICE
n January 2017, Amrod consolidated three Johannesburg based buildings into ane
38,000m° head office, production facility and warshouse.

Empowered Spaces Architects (ESA) were appointed to design and project manage
the new facility, Amrod, servicing the corporate promotions, gifting and uniform market,
requested a design and building that would enhance their image as the preeminent
service provider in the market. The building had to reflect their culture as a modern,

innovative and forward thinking company.
The aim was to create a purgose built head office with an increased African footprint,

while at the same time promding a world class environment for both customers and staff,
with a focus on greater capacity, improved efficiency and an enhanced total solution
The building was to embody Amrod's quest for consistent innovation and a continued

culture of service excellence.
It was to include a sophisticated and client-friendly showroom, a warehouse

management system with improved inventory accuracy, streamlined operations, a

state of the art conveyor system to move stock to the correct branding department,
the largest branding facility in theworld at 10,000m?and a streamlined collectionsarea.
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Location and Surrounds
ESA's office and warehouse design for Amrod
is situated inAtterbury's Waterfall Commercial

District, LP22. Running along the M1 & N3
highways, at the Beccleuch Interchange, the
building is ideally positioned with a priceless
dramatic street frontage. The development
comprises 30,400rm ' of warehouse space split

into three departments- picking, storage and
production, The total ground floor area of the
warehouse is 22,500m', but due to the height of
the structure, multiple floors make up the large
warehouse space.

Due to the site's positionwithin this area- on the
corner of the junction of two major transportation
routes - the development could be seen to be the

public face for the rest of the sites behind it and as
a result of itsaesthetic design, set the benchmark
standard of design which would define the public
image of the new industrial area. The project has

become a landmark building.
The fact that LP22 isa gated complex helps to

pull the warehouses and activity slightly off the
main road, thus minimising the traffic and noise

implications of an industrial development within
a predominantly commercial and residential area.
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Concept and Planning
When entering through the western edge of the
property, one winds down the entrance road and
enters the site through the parking area where you

are met by the impressively large office black with
the warehouse extending behind it.

The new building houses many different facili-
ties, which makes it stand out from anyof their
competitors. These facilities include a world class
showraom, a warehouse which houses storage,
production & printing, picking and collection facilities
and a double storsy office which was designed with
the employees and users in mind, making it parfect

for their needs and wishes. The 24/7 production
process is easily faciliteted within the building.
The building programme also includes a branding
facility, an art studio, and the delivery engine.

The building has been designed using dramatic
contrasting colours and defined forms - in a way
that maximises its impact - as a landmark building
that is passed by millions of highway commuters.
Light isan integra! element in the design, allowing
the building form to be completely inverted
between day and night

The building form sits on an elevated earth
platform, with landscaped edges and natura
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stone gabion walls that ensure that the building
lends itself to a softening of the built environment,
amidst unforgiving highways. The raised platform
increases the wisibility of the building as a brand
Landscaping has also been used to create a

welcoming interface between the building and the
public and at the same time facilitates capture of
water runaft from the building's paved areas

Materials
The predominant form of the building is the
warehouse, which is built using bright white
sheeling, making it stand out from the surrounding
landscape of the highway interchange. Dark

contrasting edges have been used to define the
formof the building and create a dramatic backdrop
for the company logo. The logo is surrounded



by translucent sheeting, giving it a halo of light,
making the sight of the building even more
dramatic when viewed on approach from the
highway. Rhythmic striped elements of translu«

polycarb sheeting are used to create interest

the monolithi c facade of the warehouse. At night,
these same elsments play the role of lighting up
the fagada. The roofing structure over the large
warehouse has a raised angled centre section with

translucent polycars, aiding in improved natura

sunlight to the warehouse. Partially made up of
polycarb, the space is filled with defused natura
light, and due to the operations running 24 hours

a day, lights can be seen streaming out of the
polycarb once the sun sets

The office is defined by angular forms and
dark reflective glass panels, which are juxtaposed

against the stark matt white rectilinear warehouse.
The transparent nature of the client facing area,
together with the linear facade elements, both
identify and give a more human scale to this

portion of the building.
of the offices, a double

gade, dressed with sun lo
At one corner

glazed glass INNIGS,

encapsulates the three storey high lobby space.

The lobby interiors are infused with natural light
and softened by the use of natural materials, such

as timber flooring and wall cladding

HVAC
One of the main features which make the Amrod

building stand out fromt thers of its kindis the
HVAC system which was designed specifically
for the building. In summer, cold air is pumped



into the production area to keep it cool and then
in winter, the heat generated in the production
area isused to heat the warehouse component of
the building. This creates a symbiotic relationship
between the spaces. In conjunction with the aircon
system, LowE glass was used and sun screening
was incorporated on the western fagade to reduce
heat gain. LED lights were used throughout the
complex to reduce energy consumption.

Project Summary
The impressively bold look of the newcombined
head office has raised the perceived standard of
Amrad's local reputation. It has delivered a new
professional impression at the already experienced
company to its clients, surrounding community,

and a sense of pride for the employees, which

remained an important factor throughout the
design process, Additionally, it has become

K

a landmark within the area as it can be seen
alongside Cummins when entering Johannesburg
from Pretoria, as well as viewed froma distance,
due to its impressive scale, from O.R. Tambo

International Airpor t.

Overall, the design tor Amrod was based on
a unique concept that is not only aesthetically

pleasing, but more impor tantly takes into
consideration factors such as sustainability,
user satisfaction and industr y and community
perception. The consideration of the all the afore-

mentioned critical design aspacts throughout the
design process has set a precedent not only for
the projects that are to follow in the development,
but also for the surrounding area in which the
development is found. It successfully displays
how they may be incorporated into the entirety

of a building design rather than finding itself as an
isolated aspect
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